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US Government’s NHTSA contacted me for advice on EMI and Toyota electronics

The US Government‟s National Highway Traffic Safety Agency (NHTSA) has been wanting to speak
to me for some weeks, to discuss the EMI implications of Toyota‟s spate of sudden unintended
acceleration incidents. They said they wanted to speak to me because they had no-one on their staff
with my experience or knowledge of EMI and EMC.
I imagine the fact that I‟ve been presenting IEEE EMC Symposium papers on EMC and Functional
Safety since 2001, including one addressed to the auto industry at a symposium in Detroit in 2008,
played a part in their decision.
They also said they wanted to speak to my colleague, Dr Antony Anderson (www.antonyanderson.com), a forensic electrical engineer, because they had no-one with his knowledge or
experience either.
nd
I eventually spoke for over an hour with two of their senior officers, on February 2 , while I was in
Florida attending a Sudden Unintended Acceleration case as an Expert Witness against the Ford
Motor Company (my first ever appearance in court, anywhere, for any reason!).
Unfortunately, a confidentiality agreement prevents me from describing what we discussed.
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CTS pedal replacement could not have saved Mark Saylor and his family

California Highway Patrol officer Mark Saylor and three family members, were all killed when their
Lexus crashed and burned after a 100+mph race down a highway in San Diego County, on August
28, 2009, see http://suddenacceleration.com/?p=302.
During the incident one of his family phoned 911 and spoke to the emergency services for nearly one
minute, you can hear a most distressing recording of the call at
.
http://suddenacceleration.com/?p=431.

It is not credible that a Highway Patrol officer with Mr Saylor‟s 19 years experience would have
pressed the wrong pedal, or been unable to deal with a gas pedal that got stuck on a ridge in the floor
mat, or was a bit sticky, for over a minute with a car full of passengers.
And CTS, whose alleged “sticky pedals” are being replaced in the current Toyota recall, recently said
(see: www.google.com/hostednews/afp/article/ALeqM5jXlnWY76DKARDE459OFtAWoYEZdA) "CTS
wishes to clarify that it does not, and has never made, any accelerator pedals for Lexus vehicles and
that CTS also has no accelerator pedals in Toyota vehicles prior to model year 2005".
It was Mark Saylor‟s terrible fate that started this current media furore over runaway Toyotas, which
started off as a “Toyota Sudden Acceleration” story.
But I note that over recent weeks it has morphed into a “Toyota Sticking Pedals” media story, with
terrible accidents like Mark Saylor‟s played down – as if a floormat or sticky CTS gas pedal could
somehow have been the cause of his death along with three members of his family.
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It is difficult/impossible to stop a runaway vehicle with the brakes

Tests performed by the motor industry, by the Japanese Government, and for the US Government,
including recent tests by Toyota on its ES-350, all show that it is very difficult indeed – and may be
impossible for some people. Even if you do manage to do it, the stopping distance is enormous.
This assumes that the brake pedal is pressed only the once, and is kept firmly pressed down until the
car stops, and is not „pumped‟.
Many people have been taught that if the brakes don‟t stop the car quickly enough, pumping can help
increase brake pressure. This is the wrong approach when the engine is high-revving because in this
condition it does not provide much vacuum for the brake booster. If you press the brake pedal more
than just the once when the engine is revving flat out – you lose the brake boost from its vacuum
servo and braking effectiveness is actually lost.

4
4.1

EMI generally leaves no trace of a “defect” after an incident
Why no “defect” can be found afterwards

Switch on a light. Then switch it off. Now prove that the light was ever switched on.
You can‟t do it – the electricity that flowed in the circuit leaves no trace.
Electronic circuits can operate in many ways, and as design engineers we are used to improving them
so that they behave the way we want them to with sufficient reliability for the application they are
intended for.
If a light is turned on when it is supposed to be off, it doesn‟t suffer any damage. In exactly the same
way, when an electronic circuit operates in the wrong way, or at the wrong time, it doesn‟t suffer any
damage either, and – like the light – once it is working as intended again there is no trace of its former
incorrect behaviour.
When an electronic circuits or the software or firmware that runs on them performs one of its normal
operations at the wrong time, for example giving full-throttle when it is not required; or when it
performs the correct operation but with an error – for example setting the speed to 100mph instead of
50, the electronic circuit suffers no more stress than if it was behaving normally.
Misoperations in electronic circuits can be caused by electromagnetic interference (EMI), and this is
explained more fully in Annex B of the IET‟s 2008 Guide on EMC for Functional Safety [1].
Some types of EMI, like direct lighting strike, have sufficient energy to cause actual damage, and as a
result are relatively easy to diagnose after the fact. Electrostatic discharge can also sometimes cause
damage, but an electron microscope is usually needed to spot it. Most types of EMI do not have
sufficient energy to cause actual damage, they are very weak and do no more than distort or
otherwise confuse the electronic signals in a circuit, causing it to suffer from errors or misoperations in
the operation of its hardware, software or firmware.
Many electronic circuits will eventually recover from their errors or misoperations when the EMI is
removed. Analogue circuits can recover quite quickly, whereas digital microprocessors running
software or firmware might have to wait until they are reset by a “watchdog” circuit, which in some
cases might take several seconds, although careful design is required to make sure that watchdogs
will recover from all foreseeable situations. Digital “state machines”, and electromechanical “relay
logic”, can remain in an incorrect state until reset manually.
If an electronic misoperation does not disappear of its own accord or due to circuit operation, it might
be possible to detect it after an accident as long as the ignition is not turned off. But one of the first
things people do after an accident is turn off the ignition, so such evidence is immediately lost. Police
and other emergency services/first responders might even disconnect the battery to help prevent fires
from occurring in damaged vehicles, similarly erasing all evidence of the misoperation.

Even if the vehicle in question was left running with its engine screaming away, it would take quite
some time to get the appropriately-skilled people and their electronic test gear to the site, by which
time the vehicle may have run out of fuel or the engine may have overheated and failed for some
reason due to its unusual stress, or the consequences of damage in the accident.
Even if you could get an “emergency electronic response team” to the site of an uncontrollablyrevving vehicle, it is often impossible for them to access the points in the circuits that they need to
attach their probes to, without dismantling a module. And dismantling might requires the module to be
unplugged and so lose its power.

4.2

“Latch-up” as a possible cause

A class of rather more serious electronic device malfunction is called “latch-up”, and makes an entire
integrated circuit (IC) “seize up”, as if catatonic, with all of its outputs frozen at full-scale (either high or
low).
Latch-up is caused by any pin of an IC being driven to more than a volt or so beyond its positive or
negative DC power supplies. This can happen due to conducted, induced or radiated noise coupling,
e.g. from the inductive flyback of switched loads („spikes‟), or electrostatic discharge (ESD).
Interestingly, ICs are more susceptible to latch-up when they are hot, and also when exposed to
ionizing radiation. The pins of microprocessors in an automobile are exposed to spikes and ESD all
the time, in particular spikes from the ignition system. It could be that although they pass all their EMC
tests and are normally immune to those EM phenomena in a vehicle and so don‟t latch up, but when a
secondary cosmic ray shower reaches the earth‟s surface the additional radiation is sufficient to allow
an ignition system spike to cause the microprocessor to latch-up. I haven‟t yet found data for the
probability density function for the intensity of cosmic radiation at the earth‟s surface, so can‟t
estimate whether it ties up with the number of runaway Toyotas.
The only thing that will recover an IC from a latched-up state is to turn its electrical power supply off,
When turned back on again, it performs as normal again. Latch-up is a problem for all types of ICs,
whether analogue or digital, and of course when a digital processor is latched-up, its software or
firmware cannot run at all so any recovery techniques they have designed into them cannot work.
During a latch-up, the IC‟s electrical power consumption is only limited by its external power supply
circuit, and if this has a low impedance and can supply a high current, the IC can overheat and suffer
damage as a result.
The electrical supply in an automobile is nominally 12Vdc (actually, closer to 14V in normal driving)
but most ICs used in auto electronics have to be operated at lower voltages, such as 8V for early
analogue cruise controls (e.g. using the Intersil CA 3228E) or 3.3V for a modern digital
microprocessor. Whilst the vehicle battery is capable of sourcing hundreds of Amps, the voltage
reduction circuits that power the electronics from the vehicle‟s 12V supply have a limited current
rating, and often aren‟t capable of delivering enough power to a latched-up IC to allow it to heat up by
enough to cause damage, or even obvious discolouration. So, once again, we find that the
malfunction leaves no evidence after the fact.
Latch-up used to be a very serious problem when ICs were first used in real products, but over the
years the semiconductor industry has become better at designing protection into its ICs. However, like
all EMI issues, it is impossible to provide 100% guaranteed protection against latch-up, especially
when “showers” of secondary cosmic radiation are taken into account.

4.3

What kind of misoperations can occur?

When vehicle electronics have control of the butterfly valve in the throttle, as all cruise control and
throttle-by-wire systems do, a misoperation in their hardware or firmware can cause the butterfly valve
to take on an uncommanded setting. It might close shut, oscillate, stick fast at some angle, or open
wide.
In a recent case in Australia (concerning a Ford rather than a Toyota), what appears to have
happened is that the cruise control stuck on at 80kph, and the driver could not switch it off or change
its speed setting. See: www.theage.com.au/national/no-fault-in-cruisecontrol-terror-car-20100107lwdd.html?autostart=1).
All of these possibilities have safety consequences for control of the vehicle, but of them all the wideopen-throttle is the scariest and the one that historically has caused the most accidents, injuries and
deaths (see www.suddenacceleration.com and www.antony-anderson.com/cruise/cruise.htm).
It only takes a second or two of unexpected full throttle to cause a potentially fatal accident, so a
momentary electronic misoperation that the vehicle‟s electronics automatically recover from can
cause a serious accident and vanish without leaving a trace.

4.4

“Black Box” data recorders

As far as I am aware, the “Black Box” data recorders that provide a record of vehicle operation, are
not totally independent from the vehicle‟s electronic circuits. Rather than using their own sensors,
which would add significantly to their cost, they record signals taken from the vehicle‟s existing
electronics. So, for example, if the vehicle‟s circuits were interfered with and as a result “believed” that
a full throttle had been commanded by the driver, the data recorder would show that the driver had
pressed hard on the gas pedal whereas an independent sensor on the gas pedal would show a
different result.
But modern gas pedals themselves are complex electronic devices, quite capable of being interfered
with themselves and giving an incorrect output to the engine‟s electronic control system. So even if a
black box data recorder used an independent sensor for gas pedal position, if it used the same
technology as the one sending a signal to the engine control system, it could well be interfered with in
the same way, giving the same false output.

4.5

Redundancy

A common way of improving the reliability of electronic circuits is to use redundancy. But if the
redundant or “parallel” devices or circuits use the same technology, then they will probably respond to
EMI in the same way – making the redundancy technique ineffective. For this reason, EMI is known in
safety engineering as a “Common Cause” problem.

4.6

Lack of evidence proves nothing

Just yesterday, I saw in the daily news an automobile manufacturer stating that: “We can find no
evidence that EMI is a cause of sudden acceleration, therefore EMI cannot be the cause of it”.
I suspect that all auto manufacturers have used this logically unsound statement over the last 30+
years, Toyota being the latest.
But of course we would expect EMI to leave no traces of its passing. Every halfway competent EMC
design engineer knows this, including those who work for the auto manufacturers themselves.
But this bankrupt argument is still being used today, because it sounds persuasive to people who
don‟t realise that it is logically incorrect. This is why it is a favourite of politicians and bureaucrats.
For more on this, read my article: “Absence of proof is not proof of absence”, EMC Journal, Issue 78,
September 2998, from the archives at www.theemcjournal.com.
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Complex electronics cannot be reliable enough for safety-critical systems

Making millions of vehicles as safe as people expect means reliability of safety systems like engine
speed control must be in the parts-per-million-per-year, or less.
Ask yourself – how often during each year, am I prepared to accept that my car brakes, or steering
will not work, or my engine will run out of control at full throttle? Like most people, you probably
answered “never!” – but, since it is impossible to make products perfectly safe, we must expect that
such problems will occur from time-to-time.
Of course we would hope that they don‟t occur too often, and that the automobile designer has
reduced the risks of such events so that the risk of death to a driver, passengers or third parties is
close to or less than the average risk of dying that we all face as a matter of course (about 1 chance
in a million each year for the UK).
Assuming a vehicle is driven one hour each day, six days each week, every week of the year, means
it is driven for 312 hours a year. Combining this with our target death rate of one in a million each
year, means that our safety-critical vehicle electronics must not fail in such a way as to cause a death
-9
at the rate of about 3.2·10 per hour‟s driving. To put it another way, the Mean Time To Failure
(MTTF) that causes a death should be 312 million hours of driving, about once in every 35,600 years
for a single vehicle driven continuously, 24/7.
Since this is an average calculation, if we were testing to prove reliability, we would need to amass at
least 50,000 vehicle-years of continuous testing to begin to have confidence that our design really
was in the right ball-park of safety. To actually achieve good confidence in the safety of our design,
we would probably test several examples of vehicles, say 10, continuously for at least 5,000 years
each.
According to official NHTSA figures, about 1% of officially recorded sudden unintended acceleration
events result in a death. So if we assume that only 1% of electronic misoperations that cause fullthrottle misoperations result in a death, we might feel that we could increase our likelihood of sudden
-7
accelerations to 3.2·10 per hour of driving, equivalent to an MTTF of 3.12 million hours, which we
could get a handle on by testing 10 vehicles continuously for only about 500 years. Or 100 vehicles
continuously for 50 years each.

Given the timescales over which new models of vehicles are produced, let‟s assume that the most
time that could be allowed for safety testing of the complete, finished vehicle is 6 months. So to prove
the reliability of our electronics against full-throttle misoperations we would have to test 10,000
vehicles continuously over that time.
Remember, this assumes that we are allowing vehicles to roar away at full throttle at a rate that is 100
times greater than the risk of dying as a result. Some people might find this idea objectionable, and
want a lower rate of full-throttle misoperations. After all, some of the 99% of sudden acceleration
incidents that do not result in a death, will result in injuries of various severities and/or property
damage. And those that have no injury, death or damage will still be very frightening and have
psychological effects.
Of course, the above is a very simplistic analysis and many holes could be poked in it. One hole is
that it is estimated that only about 10% of sudden unintended accelerations are ever recognised and
reported as such. If a car goes out of control and crashes killing the driver, who is to say how or why it
happened? For example, in Australia, it is normal for the auto insurance companies to pay out less in
the case of an accident that only involved a single vehicle. The assumption is that the driver is always
in control of their vehicle, and if it goes out of control it must be the driver‟s fault and so they deserve
less compensation.
The point I am trying to make here, is that the electronic reliability that is required to achieve vehicle
safety is much higher than can possibly be proved by any conceivable test plan.
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EMC testing cannot prove EMI immunity for safety-critical systems

Expanding on the “10,000 vehicles tested continuously for 6 months” example above, if we were
testing for auto electronics‟ resistance to various electromagnetic phenomena, and since EM
phenomena are tested one at a time, then if we assume 5 different kinds of test are needed we would
need to have 50,000 EMC test laboratories all testing vehicles at the same time continuously for 6
months.
But in fact, vehicle manufacturers will test just a few vehicles in their EMC test labs for a week or so
each, to “prove” EMC.
When any EMC tester says: “Our products pass all our very stringent EMC tests in our 32 million
dollar test chamber, therefore they are totally immune to all forms of EMI” – all this proves is that the
tester doesn‟t understand how very limited is his range of test stimuli compared with the real world,
and also doesn‟t understand anything at all about design verification, especially where safety issues
are concerned.
Nothing can ever be made totally immune to EMI, its all a question of cost versus risk.
Here's a relevant quotation from a Ford internal document, concerning the effectiveness of testing
(note that DV stands for Design Verification, and EED for Electronic Engineering Division):
DV TASK FORCE REPORT 8/30/85: "There exists a prevalent misconception in EED that DV is a set
of tests used to endorse a final design. This is a degradation of the original intent of the DV process.
A small sample of vehicles or components is incapable of assuring that robust designs will be
released." (my italics).
Notice here they are talking about design verification in general, not about design verification for
safety-critical vehicle systems such as throttle controls. (Mind you, in a document dated October 31,
1989, Ford listed cruise controls under “Convenience and Entertainment”, not under “Affects Vehicle
Operation”!)
As I was writing this article, I once again saw in the daily news an automobile manufacturer stating
that: “None of our EMC testing has ever caused a sudden acceleration, therefore EMI cannot be a
cause of sudden acceleration”.
Just about all the auto manufacturers have used this feeble attempt at an excuse over the last 30
years, Toyota being the latest to trot it out. But although they really mean nothing at all, such
statements sound persuasive to people who aren‟t specialists in electronics, EMI or statistics.
But the very simple analyses in this section and the previous one, shows that one should not expect
any practical EMC testing to cause a sudden acceleration. The statistics mitigate against finding any
such thing.
I am not saying that it is impossible to do EMC tests that could replicate sudden acceleration in the
laboratory – just that the application of the normal testing regimes to vehicles chosen at random
should not be expected to find anything.
Leaving aside the statistical argument above for a moment, a few simple examples suffice to shut up
the "EMC testing is sufficient" brigade. For example, the fact that in safety engineering, products are
always tested with reasonably foreseeable lifetime faults simulated, to check that the product stays
safe despite the occurrence of a likely fault. It might not work, but at least it is safe.

In a modern auto electronics module there are many foreseeable (even likely) faults that will remove
the module's protection against one or more of the normal electromagnetic phenomena it is exposed
to. But EMC testing is only ever done on new modules or new vehicles with fault-free construction.
(Indeed, if any manufacturing faults are found in modules or vehicles during EMC testing, they are
fixed and the tests redone. But they don't fix their manufacturing process to stop it from producing
overly-susceptible vehicles from time to time!)
There are about 10 additional reasons why the standard vehicle EMC testing is inadequate and/or
insufficient, where safety is concerned, see section 0.7 in the IET‟s 2008 Guide [1].
When automakers rely on testing as their only way of verifying the EMC of safety-related systems,
what they are really doing is using their customers to do the final EMC design verification of their
vehicles.
Once you have a few hundred thousand vehicles on the road, in all weathers and in all conditions,
you really start to find out how robust your design was!
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7.1

Auto electronics do not employ safety principles that have been commonplace,
even mandatory, in many other industries for decades
“Fail safes” must be independent systems

Since 2000, IEC 61508 [2] has codified the international best practices to be used when safety
engineering the hardware and software of complex electronic systems – basically, anything that uses
a microprocessor. The UK‟s Health and Safety Executive use it as their guidance when assessing the
safety of industrial control systems and the like.
61508 makes the perfectly reasonable assumption that complex electronic systems cannot be relied
upon to be safe enough for most purposes. Instead, independent “safety systems” – or “fail-safes” –
are required to be added to reduce the risks to acceptable levels. Sometimes two or more
independent fail-safes are necessary.
Safety systems are simple and can use any appropriate technology. Because they are simple their
designs can be assessed and verified using a wide variety of techniques (not simply by testing) to
achieve the level of safety risk considered to acceptable by the user.
However, in the auto industry, all the functions that are called fail-safes, are not independent and so
have only a limited effect in increasing the reliability of the complex electronics
I am not aware of any vehicle manufacturer who has a real fail-safe on the throttle control. Though
many have devices that they call “fail-safes”, they are not because they aren‟t independent of the
throttle control system. Generally (like the so-called “smart brake” systems that some vehicles are
fitted with, that close the throttle when the brake is pressed, regardless of the position of the gas
pedal), are nothing more than an extra few lines of software running on the engine/throttle control
computer – the very electronics that needs a fail-safe in case it misoperates!

7.2

Making the driver the back-up for vehicle control failure is bad practice

In almost every field, the operator is not generally made responsible for operating (or being) a safety
system, except in special circumstances where the operator has been trained to deal with the specific
situation, and there is sufficient time for him to respond correctly.
However, another favourite excuse of the auto makers is to pretend that a driver should always be
able to respond correctly, in a split second, to a failure mode they‟ve never dealt with before and have
not been training to deal with, for example, a high-revving engine that can‟t be stopped without turning
off the ignition.
Making drivers the back-up systems for poorly designed safety-critical systems they have not been
trained in, is just plain bad safety engineering practice.
When you realise that the “startlement” effect of a completely unexpected and unique vehicle failure
mode can last for 2 to 3 seconds, and think of how much damage you could do on a busy road with a
vehicle running amok for that length of time, you can see how stupid it is to even imagine that it is
acceptable to expect the driver to regain control quickly enough.
And this is before we consider the ineffectiveness of standard braking systems when faced with a
wide-open throttle, an engine that has reached 4000 rpm or more, and rear-wheel (or 4-wheel) drive

through an automatic transmission, as mentioned earlier. Front wheel drive vehicles are easier to
stop, because the brakes on the front wheels are so much more powerful than those on the rear. But
that does not mean a front-wheel-drive vehicle with its engine racing at full-throttle is going to be easy
to stop! Also, brake pads are not designed for stopping a vehicle under such conditions, so will
overheat and fade, reducing braking effectiveness.
In the USA people seem to believe that pumping the brakes (repeatedly releasing end pressing the
brake pedal) is what you do if braking effectiveness seems too little. But as explained earlier, with a
high-revving engine the vacuum boost for the brake servo is not replenished, so pumping the brakes
has the exactly opposite effect to what is intended – brake boost is reduced and braking efficiency is
lost. Of course, no vehicle‟s Owners Manual includes such a warning. Yet still the auto makers trot out
their line about drivers being in control of their vehicles.
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Standards

The International state of the art for how to achieve functional safety is IEC 61508 [2]. It assumes that
complex electronics cannot be made safe enough, and that they will need at least one additional truly
independent fail-safe that uses a different technology (so doesn‟t suffer from the “common cause”
problems typical of EMI) to achieve acceptable levels of safety risk.
IEC 61508 was first published in 2000 and its second edition is imminent. But the auto industry has
only recently produced a first draft of its version – ISO 26262 [3], which is several years from
publication and then several more years before it is adopted as normal practice.
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Lead-free soldering

In recent years, various countries and trade blocs (including the European Union) have banned the
use of lead on electrical solder, on the basis that lead going into landfill when electrical and electronic
products are disposed of is bad for the environment, and hence for people.
But many accuse them of being shortsighted – lead has been added to solder in quite large amounts
for many decades because it made the other main constituent, tin, behave much better, considerably
improving reliability.
Now that lead has been removed from solder, which is now mainly tin (with a little silver and copper
added) all sorts of new possibilities arise for short-circuits and open-circuits, and intermittent shorts
and opens, mainly on printed circuit boards (PCBs) and mainly associated with small-footprint
integrated circuits (ICs), especially ball-grid arrays (BGAs).
Its really just another cause of intermittent or fixed short-or-open circuits in electronic PCBs and
modules - but one that would not have been any problem until a few years ago, and so could have
caught Toyota by surprise.
John R Barnes has created a monumentally huge library of references to the problems of lead-free
soldering, especially tin whiskering, see www.dbicorporation.com/rohsbib.htm. Prepare to be totally
overwhelmed!
Removing lead from solder has the following effects:

9.1

Tin whiskers

These will grow out of soldered joints and can contact other conductors, causing short-circuits
between PCB copper traces and the pins of connectors. They are often no longer than 0.5mm (about
1/50th of an inch) but can grow to 1mm (about 1/24th of an inch) or longer, especially in damp
conditions.
Even at 1/50th of an inch they can short between the pins on a modern integrated circuit (IC). And the
process of removing the PCB for inspection can brush them off, so you never find them.
And if you didn't accidentally brush them off, they are so thin they are very hard to see - you need a
powerful microscope. They are as fine as the finest spider-web threads, yet can carry sufficient
current to short-out the electronics. You won‟t see them unless you are looking for them.
Being so thin, they can wave around in the breeze and/or due to shocks, vibration and acceleration,
causing intermittent short-circuits.
The iNEMI organisation has published guidelines (www.inemi.org) on how to ensure that tin whiskers
don‟t grow too long, but I don‟t know to what extent these are followed by suppliers of electronics to
the car industry in general, or Toyota in particular.

9.2

Brittle solder joints

Solder joints made using lead-free solder are less resilient, more brittle, more prone to cracking,
especially in areas with large temperature excursions and vibration (e.g. motor vehicles), and
especially under large devices such as BGAs – resulting in more open-circuits on PCBs.
These cracks may be invisible without X-Ray inspection, and will often be intermittent.
E.g. when the PCB is mounted in its box and mounted on the vehicle, it is bent slightly and that opens
the connection or makes it subject to vibration. But when the PCB is taken out for inspection, it tests
just fine.

9.3

Tin Pest

Lead-free tin tends to revert to a different crystalline structure, which means it becomes just grey dust
and falls off or is blown away by a breeze. Obviously creates an open-circuit solder joint, and one that
is easily spotted if it occurs.

9.4

Higher soldering temperatures can weaken components

Lead-free soldering has to use higher temperatures, and this increases the stresses on the
components that are mounted on the board during the soldering process.
Another issue is that the range of temperatures for lead-free soldering is not only higher than for
traditional solder, but it is also narrower. Some PCB-assemblers‟ soldering equipment may not be
able to maintain the temperature within the required bands at all times, causing an increased number
of bad joints and/or heat-damaged components.
So the actual components (especially ICs) may test OK when newly-assembled, but fail or behave
incorrectly when in use, due to internal changes that require an electron microscope to see.

10 Software
I am not competent to write about software, so I won‟t say more than that some software programmes
can be unstable when faced with combinations of inputs that their designers did not anticipate or deal
with correctly.
And EMI is one way of confusing software so that it behaves in ways never dreamed of by its
designers.
IEC 61508-3 is all about how to design and verify software for safety-critical systems, but as far as I
am aware no auto manufacturer uses it. And draft ISO 26262 doesn‟t include the same guidance, so
they probably never will.
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